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1
 .  .Let Irr G be the set of all irreducible characters of G, Irr G the set of1
 .  .the nonlinear characters in Irr G , and Lin G the set of the linear
 .characters of G. Let cd G denote the set of degrees of the characters in1
 .Irr G .1
DEFINITION. Let k be a nonnegative integer. A group G is said to be a
<  . < <  . <D -group if cd G s Irr G y k.k 1 1
w xFor example, BCH contains the classification of D -groups.0
w xThe classification of solvable D -groups is presented in Ber2 . In this1
paper we obtain the classification of nonsolvable D -groups. Our exposi-1
tion does not depend on the solvable case.
In Sections 2 and 3 we will prove that if a D -group is nonsolvable, then1
 .G s G9 Theorem A . In some sense this result reduces our task to the
simple case. In Section 3 we deal with some partial cases. In the remaining
 .  .part of the paper we show that L 5 and L 7 are the only simple2 2
D -groups. Together with the results of Sections 2 and 3, this fact yields1
the final result:
 .  .MAIN THEOREM. L 5 and L 7 are the only nonsol¨ able D -groups.2 2 1
 .In the following we denote by A, B a Frobenius group with comple-
ment A and kernel B.
We are indebted to Avinoam Mann for useful discussions and help.
2
 .In what follows see the proof of Theorem 2.1 we use the following
Remarks. 1. Let Z be a subgroup of a nonabelian p-group G such
<  . < 2that C Z s p . We will prove that G is a p-group of maximal class. WeG
< <  .  .   ..  .use induction on G . Obviously, Z G - C Z and C C Z s C Z .G G G G
<   .. < 3 <   .  .. < 2Therefore N C Z s p . Then C C Z rZ G s p , so, byG G G r ZG. G
 . 2induction, GrZ G is abelian of order p or a p-group of maximal class,
and the result follows.
2. Let H be a proper subgroup of a group G such that all elements
of G y H are involutions. Suppose that G is not an elementary abelian
< < < <2-group. We will prove that G : H s 2. Assume that G : H ) 2. Without
  .:  .loss of generality we may assume that H s G y Inv G , where Inv G is
the set of all involutions in G. Then H eG and GrH is a noncyclic
elementary abelian 2-group. Since G is not an elementary abelian 2-group,
 .there exists an element a g H such that o a ) 2. Let x, y g G y H be
such that xH / yH. Since xa, ya are involutions we have xax s ay1,
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y1  .2 2yay s a . Therefore axy s xya and axy s a / 1, contradicting axy
 .f H since xy f H, xy is an involution .
In this section we will prove the following important component of the
Main Theorem:
THEOREM 2.1. If G is a nonsol¨ able D -group, then G9 s G.1
Proof. Suppose that G9 - G. Then G contains a normal subgroup H
of a prime index p.
 .i p s 2.
w xAssume that p ) 2. By BZ, Proposition 25.9 and the Remark following
 .  .it, there exists x g Irr G such that p ¦ x 1 . Then, by Clifford theory,1
 .  .G  .G.  4x g Irr H , and x s x q ??? qx , where Irr x s x , . . . , x ,H H 1 p H 1 p
 .and x , . . . , x have the same degree x 1 , a contradiction, since p ) 2.1 p
Our claim follows.
 .ii GrG9 is a cyclic 2-group.
 .It follows from i that GrG9 is a 2-group. Assume that GrG9 is
noncyclic. Then there exists a normal subgroup F of G such that GrF is
 .  .  .elementary abelian of type 2, 2 . As in i , there exists in Irr G a1
 .  .character x g Irr G of odd degree. By Clifford theory, x s u g Irr F .1 F
G  .Again, by Clifford theory, u s e x q ??? qx , where e, t are natural1 t
<  . <  .  .numbers, e x 1 . Since e 2, we have e s 1. Since x 1 s ??? s x 1 , we1 t
 .  .  . < <  .have t F 2 G is a D -group . It follows from 4x 1 s 4u 1 s G : F u 11
G .  .  .s u 1 s tx 1 s tx 1 that t s 4, a contradiction. Thus, GrG9 is a1
cyclic 2-group.
 . < <iii G : G9 s 2.
 .  .As above, there exists x g Irr G such that x 1 is odd. Then u s x1 G9
 . Gg Irr G9 . Since all irreducible constituents of u have the same degree
 .  G: <  G. <x 1 , and, by Clifford theory, x , u s 1 then Irr u F 2 and the
claim holds.
 .iv G9 s G.
 .  . < <Suppose that G9 - G. Then, by i ] iii , G : G9 s 2.
 .Assume that Irr G9 contains two distinct G-invariant nonprincipal
 .G 1 2  .G.  1 24characters m , m . Then m s x q x , where Irr m s x , x1 2 i i i i i i
j  . and four characters x i, j s 1, 2 are distinct, a contradiction sincei
1 . 2 . .  .x 1 s x 1 , i s 1, 2 . Thus, Irr G9 contains only one G-invariant non-i i
<  G. <principal irreducible character, say, l. Therefore, Irr m s 1 for any
 .  4  .m g Irr G9 y 1 , l . Let k X denote the class number of a group X.G9
 . <  . <Since k X s Irr X then, by the above,
k G9 y 2 k G9 q 6 .  .
k G s q 2 ? 2 s . .
2 2
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 .Let k G9 be the number of G-classes containing in G9. ThenG
k G9 y 2 k G9 q 2 .  .
k G9 s q 2 s . .G 2 2
 .  .   . .   . .Thus, k G y k G9 s k G9 q 6 r2 y k G9 q 2 r2 s 2.G
< < < <Let G y G9 s M j N, where M, N are G-classes. Put G s g, M s
< <grm, N s grn. Then gr2 s grm q grn, or 1r2 s 1rm q 1rn. Sup-
< <  .pose that m F n. Let x g M, y g N. Since G : G9 s 2 then o x and
 .o y are even so m and n are even, and hence m s n s 4.
<  . <  .By the above, C x s 4. Therefore P g Syl G is of maximal classG 2
 .Remark 1 . Since P l G9 is noncyclic in view of solvability of groups of
 .odd order, G y G9 contains an element y of order exp P , so y g N.
<  . <  .Therefore, C y s 4. Thus, exp P s 4 and P is dihedral of order 8. InG
<  . <particular, G y G9 contains an involution z. Since G : C z s 4 then theG
1fraction of involutions in G is greater than . This contradicts Theorem4
w x28.3 from BZ .
3
Let G be a nonsolvable D -group, H a maximal normal subgroup of G.1
w xIt follows from Theorem 2.1 and BCH that GrH is a simple D -group. In1
 .this section we consider two cases when GrH is isomorphic to L 5 or2
 .L 7 .2
 4  .  .LEMMA 3.1. Let 1 - H eG and GrH isomorphic to L 5 or L 7 . If2 2
the irreducible constituents of lG ha¨e distinct degrees for each nonprincipal
 .l g Irr H , then H is sol¨ able.
 4Proof. We may assume that H ) 1 .
 .Take a nonprincipal l g Irr H and put
Irr lG s x 1 , . . . , x k , lG s e x 1 q ??? qe x k , 4 . 1 k
e ) ??? ) e ) 01 k
 .all e are pairwise distinct since all x have pairwise distinct degrees . Leti i
x i s e l q ??? ql l s l .  .H i 1 t 1
be the Clifford decomposition. Then
y1 2 2< <G : H t s I l : H s e q ??? qe . ) .  .G 1 k
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 .Here I l is the inertia group of l in G, and e , . . . , e are degrees ofG 1 k
 .irreducible projective representations of I l rH.G
 .  .a Let GrH ( L 5 .2
 4   .In this case e g 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 recall that GrH has SL 2, 5 as ai
representation group, and the degrees of irreducible projective representa-
 . .tions of subgroups of SL 2, 5 are equal to one of the numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6
and
 4  4cd SL 2, 5 s 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 , t g 1, 5, 6, 10, 12, 15, 20, 30, 60 . .
 .number t equals an index of a subgroup in GrH .
 .1a t s 1.
 . 2 2 2 2 2 2 2Then, by * , e q ??? qe s 60. Since 5 q 4 q 3 q 2 q 1 - 60,1 k
e s 6. Since 62 q 52 ) 60, e - 5. Since 62 q 32 q 22 q 12 - 60, e s 4.1 2 2
Since 62 q 42 q 32 ) 60, e - 3. Since 62 q 42 q 22 q 12 - 60, we obtain3
a contradiction.
 .2a t s 5.
 . 2 k  .  4Then, by * , e q ??? qe s 12 and I l rH ( A , so e g 1, 2, 3 . As1 1 G 4 i
 .in 1a , we obtain a contradiction.
 .3a t s 6.
2 2  .  .Then e q ??? qe s 10, I l rH ( D 10 , a dihedral group of order1 k G
 4  .10, e g 1, 2 , and we obtain a contradiction in view of * .i
 .4a t s 10.
2 2  .  4 2 2Then e q ??? qe s 6, I l rH ( S , e g 1, 2 . Therefore e q e -1 k G 3 i 1 2
6, a contradiction.
 .5a t s 12.
2 2  .  .Then e ??? qe s 5, I l rH ( C 5 , e s 1, and a contradiction fol-1 k G i
lows.
 .6a t s 15.
 . GThen I l rH is elementary abelian of order 4, k s 1, e s 2, l sG 1
1  .  .2 x , x 1 s 30l 1 .
 .7a t s 20.
 .  .Then I l rH ( C 3 , k s 1, e s 1, and a contradiction follows.G 1
 .8a t s 30.
 .  .Then I l rH ( C 2 , e s 1, k s 1, and a contradiction follows.G i
 .9a t s 60.
 . G  .  .Then I l s H, k s 1, e s 1, l s x , x 1 s 60l 1 .G 1 1 1
 .  .  . GThus, if x g Irr G y Irr GrH and l g Irr x , then l s 2 x andH
 .  . G  .  .x 1 s 30l 1 , or l s x and x 1 s 60l 1 .
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 4  .  4Denote by V , . . . , V the set of the G-orbits on the set Irr H y 1 ,1 n H
  .  ..and suppose in view of 1a ] 9a that
< < < <4V s 15 i s 1, . . . , m , V s 60 j s m q 1, . . . , n . .i j
 .Take l g V i s 1, . . . , n . Theni i
2< < < < < <60 H s G s G : H q x 1 .
 .  .xgIrr G yIrr GrH
m n
2 22 2s 60 q 30 l 1 q 60 l 1 , .  . i j
is1 jsmq1
m n
2 2< <H s 1 q 15 l 1 q 60 l 1 . .  . i j
1s1 jsmq1
< <  .Hence H ' 1 mod 15 . By Thompson's Theorem on minimal simple
groups, the order of such a group is divisible by 3 or 5. Hence H is
solvable and in this case the lemma follows.
 .  .b GrH ( L 7 .2
 .  4We keep the same notation as in a . Then e g 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8 . Now,i
 .SL 2, 7 is the only representation group of GrH and
 4cd SL 2, 7 s 1, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8 , . .
 4t g 1, 7, 8, 14, 21, 24, 28, 42, 56, 84, 168 .
 .As in a we may prove that one of the following possibilities holds:
 .1b t s 42, k s 1, e s 2.
 .2b t s 168, k s 1, e s 1.
 . GLet t s 42, k s 1, e s 2. For appropriate l g Irr H , l s 2 x , where
 .  .  .x g Irr G . In this case x 1 s 84l 1 , and l belongs to the G-orbit of
length 42.
 . GLet t s 168, k s 1, e s 1. Then for appropriate l g Irr H , l s x g
 .Irr G and l belongs to the G-orbit of length 168.
 4  .  4Denote by V , . . . , V the set of G-orbits on the set Irr H y 1 .1 n H
< < < <Suppose that V s 42, i g 1, . . . , m, V s 168, j s m q 1, . . . , n.i j
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Take l g V for all i. Theni i
m n
2 22 2< < < < < <168 H s G s G : H q 84 l 1 q 168 l 1 , .  . i j
is1 jsmq1
m n
2 2< <H s 1 q 42 l 1 q 168 l 1 . .  . i j
is1 jsmq1
< <The last equality shows that H is odd. Hence H is solvable.
LEMMA 3.2. Let H be a normal subgroup of a D -group G. If GrH is1
 .  .  4isomorphic to L 5 or L 7 , then H s 1 .2 2
 4Proof. Suppose that H ) 1 . Without loss of generality we may as-
sume that H is a minimal normal subgroup of G. By Lemma 3.1, H is
< < sabelian. Put H s q , q is a prime, s ) 0. We retain the notation
V , n, m, e from the proof of Lemma 3.1. It follows from Lemma 3.1 thati i
< < < <V s V implies e s e . Therefore m F 1, n y m F 1.i j i j
 .  .i Let G ( L 5 .2
s  4 s  4 4Then q y 1 g 15, 60, 15 q 60 . Thus, q g 2 , 61 .
s 4  .  G.Let q s 2 . Then t s 15, x 1 s 30 for a character x g Irr l , where
 .  . <  . < <  . <l g Irr H is nonprincipal. In this case k G s Irr G s 1 q Irr GrH
 .s 6. It is easy to check that in our case k G ) 6, a contradiction.
s  .Let q s 61. Then C H G G9 s G, G s H = G9, and G is not aG
D -group, a contradiction.1
 .  .ii Let GrH ( L 7 .2
s  4 s  4  . sThen q y 1 g 42, 168, 42 q 168 so q g 43, 169, 211 . As in i , q /
s 2  .43, 211. Let q s 169 s 13 . Then for any nonprincipal l g Irr H one
G  .  whas l g Irr G , and G is a Frobenius group with kernel H see BZ,
x.  .Chap. 10 . Let T be a 139-Hall subgroup of G. Since T ( L 7 , the Sylow2
2-subgroup of T is dihedral, a contradiction.
 . <  . <LEMMA 3.3 A. Mann . Let G be a simple D -group. Then Out G F 2.1
 .  .  .  .Proof. Assume that Aut G ) Inn G . Take a g Aut G y Inn G .
Let x , x be two distinct nonlinear irreducible characters of G of the1 2
 .  4 asame degree. Let x g Irr G y x , x . Since G is a D -group, x s x .1 2 1
w x  .aTherefore, by FS, Theorem C and Brauer's Permutation Lemma, x1
 .  . y1s x . Any b g Aut G y Inn G acts as a . Therefore, if g s ab , then2
g g  .  4x s x for i s 1, 2, and x s x for all x g Irr G y x , x . Then, byi i 1 2
w x  . <  . <FS , g g Inn G . Thus, Out G s 2.
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Let G be a nonsolvable D -group. Then, by Theorem 2.1, G9 s G. Let1
H be a maximal normal subgroup of G. Then S s GrH is a nonabelian
w xsimple group. Since S is not a D -group BCH it is a D -group. Therefore0 1
<  . <  .  .Out S F 2 Lemma 3.3 . If l g Irr H is nonprincipal, then the degrees
of the irreducible constituents of lG are pairwise distinct. This explains
the importance of Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2.
4
It follows from Lemma 3.2 that for a simple D -group G one has1
<  . <Out G F 2. Lemma 4.1 yields the complete list of nonabelian simple
<  . < egroups G satisfying Out G F 2. In the sequel q s p , where p is a
prime, e is a natural number. We use the notation for simple groups used
w xin LPS .
<  . <LEMMA 4.1. Let G be a nonabelian simple group satisfying Out G F 2.
Then one and only one of the following assertions holds:
 .i G ( A is the alternating group of degree n ) 6.n
 .  .  .ii G ( L p , n ) 1, and n, p y 1 s 1 for n ) 2.n
 .  .  .iii G ( U p , n ) 2, n, p q 1 s 1.n
 .  .iv G ( PSp q , m ) 1, and2 m
 .1iv q s p ) 2, or
 . e2iv m ) 2, q s 2 , e - 3, or
 .3iv m s 2, q s 2.
 .  .v G ( PV p , m ) 2, p ) 2.2 mq1
 . q  .vi G ( PV 2 , m ) 4.2 m
 . y  .vii G ( PV 2 , m ) 3.2 m
 .  .viii G ( G q , e - 3, p / 3.2
 .  .  .ix G ( E p , p y 1, 3 s 1.6
 .  .x G ( F q , e - 3, and e s 1 for p s 2.4
 .  .xi G ( E q , where e s 1, or q s 4.7
 .  .xii G ( E q , e - 3.8
 . 2  .  .xiii G ( E p , p q 1, 3 s 1.6
 . 2  .xiv G ( F 2 9 is the Tits simple group.4
 .xv G is isomorphic to one of 26 sporadic simple groups.
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w xThis follows from LPS, pp. 18]19 .
 .  .  .Note that L 2 , L 3 , U 2 are solvable. Further on,2 2 3
2 2F 2 : F 2 9 s 2, L 4 ( L 5 ( A , L 9 ( Sp 2 9 ( A , .  .  .  .  .  .4 4 2 2 5 2 4 6
L 2 ( A , L 7 ( L 2 , U 2 ( PSp 3 , G 3 9 ( U 3 , .  .  .  .  .  .  .4 8 2 3 4 4 2 3
2G 3 9 ( L 8 , L q ( PSp q ( U q ( V q , .  .  .  .  .  .2 2 2 2 2 3
PVq q ( L q = L q , PVy q ( L q2 , V q ( PSp q , .  .  .  .  .  . .4 2 2 4 2 5 4
PVq ( L q , PVy q ( U q , PV 2 e ( Sp 2 e . .  .  .  .  .6 4 6 4 2 mq1 2 m
5
In this section we will prove some auxiliary results.
< <   . .Let v be a primitive G th root of unity, G s Gal Q v rQ . If s g G,
ss S  < <.then s s s , where v s v and s, G s 1. Two elements g, h of Gs
are G-conjugate if g s and h are conjugate in G for an appropriate natural
< <number s, coprime with G . The mapping s induces the permutation ons
the set G, and the permutation of the elements of the character table
 .X G of G, and this permutation may be obtained by permutation of rows
 .  .or columns of X G . Denote by CL G the set of G-classes of G.
 .  .Obviously, s induces permutations on the sets CL G and Irr G with thes
 .same number of fixed points the Brauer Permutation Lemma .
LEMMA 5.1. Let G be a simple D -group, s g G. Then s induces the1 s s
 .  .identity permutation or a transposition on the sets CL G , Irr G .
This follows from the definition of D -groups and Brauer's Permutation1
 .Lemma. Below w ? is the Euler totient function.
Let G be the set of all s g G such that g s and g are conjugate in G0 s
< <  w xfor all g g G. Obviously, G : G F 2 since, by Lemma 5.1 and FS ,0
 . Theorem C, all elements in G y G induce on CL G transpositions see0
.Section 2, Remark 2 .
LEMMA 5.2. Let T be a cyclic subgroup of a simple D -group G, and1
<  .  . <  < <.N T : C T s n. Then w T F 2n.G G
 .Proof. We claim that, for H s Aut T , there exists an isomorphism c :
 <  < <.4GrG ª H, where G s s g G s ' 1 mod T .1 1 s
If s g G, then its restriction on T is an automorphism w of T.s s
w k < <Conversely, take w g H. Then t s t for some natural number k - T ,
< < < < < <coprime to T , and all t g T. Put G s mf T , where all prime divisors of
< <  < <.  < <.f divide T and m, f T s 1. If m s 1, then k, G s 1. In this case
 .c s s w . Assume that m ) 1. Then the system of congruences x ' kk k
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 < <.  . < <mod f T , x ' 1 mod m has the unique solution modulo G by the
Chinese Remainder Theorem. If s is a solution of that system, then
 .c s s w . Thus, im c s H.s k
 .  .  .  .  .Put c s s w . Then c s s s c s s w s w w s c s c s .s s s t st st s t s t
 .  < <.Let s g ker c . Then c s s w so s ' 1 mod T . Conversely, sup-s s 1
 < <.pose that s ' 1 mod T ; then s g ker c . Therefore, ker c s G . Thus,s 1
GrG ( H. Hence, any automorphism of T can be lifted to an automor-1
 .phism of Q v .
 .Take s g G . Put c s s w . Then there exists an element g g Gs 0 s k
y1 k g  .such that g tg s t for t g T. Then T s T and g g N T . ThereforeG
 .  .  .  .w g H s N T rC T s Aut T . In particular, c G : H . Sincek 0 G G G 0 0
< < < < < < <  . <  < <.G : G F 2, we have H : H F 2. This implies H s Aut T s w T F0 0
<  . <2n s 2 Aut T .G
6
Let V be an n-dimensional vector space over a finite field F, and let
 ., denote a map from V = V to F. We consider the following four
cases:
 .  .Case L. , is trivial, that is, u, ¨ s 0 for all u, ¨ g V.
 .Case Sp. , is a symplectic form, i.e., a nonsingular skew-symmet-
 .  .  .ric bilinear form, so that u, ¨ s y ¨ , u and ¨ , ¨ s 0 for all u, ¨ g V.
 .Case O. , is a nonsingular symmetric bilinear form, and there is
 .a quadratic form Q: V ª F with , as its associated bilinear form; thus,
 .  .  .  .  .  .u, ¨ s ¨ , u and Q u q ¨ s Q u q Q ¨ q u, ¨ for u, ¨ g V.
 . Case U. , is an unitary form i.e., a nonsingular sesquilinear
.  .form : , is linear in the first argument, the field F admits an involutory
 .automorphism a ¬ a , and for u, ¨ from V one has u, ¨ s ¨ , u . .
< < < < 2We set F s q in the cases L, O, Sp, and F s q in the case U. In all
cases put
<G V , q s g g GL V ug , ¨g s u , ¨ , u , ¨ g V , 4 .  .  .  .
<S V , q s g g GL V det g s 1 . 4 .  .  .
 .  .  .  .The case L yields S V, q s SL q , G V, q s GL q . In the case Spn n
 .  .we define S ¨ , q s Sp q , the symplectic group; here n is even. In then
 .  .  .  .case U we write GU q and SU q for the groups G V, q and S V, q ;n n
these are unitary groups. When n is even the case O splits into two
subcases:
q  wCase O . Occurs if Q is a quadratic form of q type see LPS,
x. y2.2.3 ; Case O occurs if Q is a quadratic form of y type. For any u g V
 .  .  . q . we write in the case O: S V, q s SO q n is odd , SO q n is even,n n
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q. y .  y.  .  .  .case O , SO q n is even, case O , and G V, q s O q n is even ,n n
q .  q. y .  y.O q case O , O q case O .n n
 .  .In case O with n ) 1, the group S V, q has a subgroup V ¨ , q of
 . q . y .index 2 and in the cases as above we denote it by V q , V q , V q ,n n n
respectively. Note that, if n is odd, then p ) 2. All the above groups in
 .Case O are called orthogonal groups. All the groups in four cases
defined above are called classical.
 .  .A cyclic subgroup T s C x x g G of a classical group G is said toG
 .be a Singer cycle if T acts irreducibly on V and the bilinear form , is
T-invariant. From the point of view of Chevalley groups a Singer cycle is a
maximal torus of the corresponding group. Singer cycles exist for the
w xfollowing groups Sei :
G s GL q of order q m y 1 , .  .m
Sp q of order q m q 1 , .  .2 m
GU q of order q m q 1 for odd m , .  .m
SOy of order q m q 1 . .2 m
It is natural that in the corresponding simple groups
L q , PSp q , U q , PVy q .  .  .  .m 2 m m 2 m
there exist cyclic subgroups of respective orders, which are connected with
Singer cycles.
 .  .   ..If G s L q , then G s SL q rZ SL q . Therefore G contains am m m
 m .  . .cyclic subgroup T of order q y 1 r q y 1 q y 1, m . The group
 .  m .  .PSp q contains a cyclic subgroup T of order q q 1 r q y 1, 2 . The2 m
 .  m . group U q for odd m contains a cyclic subgroup T of order q q 1 r qm
. .. y  .q 1 q q 1, m . Now, the group PV q contains a cyclic subgroup T of2 m
 m .  m .order q q 1 r q q 1, 4 .
In many cases we may use the information on Singer cycles to find some
maximal cyclic subgroups of Chevalley groups. We note that
PV" q : PV q , PV : PV q , U q : U q , .  .  .  .  .2 l 2 lq1 2 ly1 2 lq1 ny1 n
PSp q : L q , U q : PSp q , PV q : PVq q . .  .  .  .  .  .2 l 2 l n 2 n 4 ly1 4 l
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 .LEMMA 6.1. Let G s G q be a classical group from Lemma 4.1. Then
there exists some natural number n and cyclic subgroup T of G such that0
<  .  . <n s N T : C T , n N n andG G 0
q m y 1
< <a G s L q , n ) 2, and q is a prime, T s , n s n s m. .  .m 0q y 1
q q 1
< <b G s L q , q is odd, T s , n s 2. .  .2 02
ql q 1
< <c G s PSp q , q is odd, T s , n s 2 l , l ) 1. .  .2 l 2
n < < n l 4  4d G s PSp 2 , l G 2, n F 2, l , n / 2, 2 , T s 2 q 1, n s 2 l. .  .2 l
q l q 1
< <e G s PV q , l ) 1, q is odd, T s , n s 2 l. .  .2 lq1 2
q2 lq1 q 1
< <f G s U q , l ) 1, T s , n s 2 l q 1. .  .2 lq1 q q 1
q2 ly1 q 1
< <f G s U q , l ) 1, T s , n s 2 l q 1. .  .2 lq1 q q 1
< < 2 ly1g G s U q , l ) 1, T s q q 1, n s 2 l y 1. .  .2 l
q < < ly1h G s PV 2 , T s 2 q 1, n s 2 l y 1 . .  .  .2 l
y < < li G s PV 2 , T s 2 q 1, n s 2 l. .  .2 l
7
In this section we prove some number theoretical lemmas and investi-
gate the classical case. In particular, we prove that all classical simple
 .  .  .groups G s G q , apart from L 5 and L 7 , are not D -groups.2 2 1
 .LEMMAS 7.1. Let n ) 1 be a natural number. If n k 2 mod 4 , then
 .2  .  .2w n G n. If n ' 2 mod 4 , then 2w n G n.
Proof. We omit the easy proof of this lemma since it follows from
Lemma 7.2.
 .2LEMMA 7.2. Let n be a natural number. If w n F 2n, then
 4n g 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 18 .
In particular, n - 19.
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 .  .  .  .Proof. Let n s mp. Then w n s p y 1 w m , if p ¦ m, and w n s
 . <pw m , if p m.
Assume that the lemma is proved for all m - n. Let m ) 1. Denote by
p the lowest prime divisor of n.
 . si n s p .
 .2  .2 2 sy2 s  .2 s 2Then w n s p y 1 p F 2 p , or p y 1 p F 2 p . If s ) 1, then
 4  4  .2p s 2 and s g 2, 3 , so that n g 4, 8 . If s s 1, then p y 1 F 2 p, and
 4p F 3. Thus, in that case n g 1, 2, 3, 4, 8 .
 .ii n is not a prime power, n s mp, p ¦ m.
 .2  .2  .2Then w n s p y 1 w m F 2n s 2 pm.
 .  .21ii Let p s 2. Then m is odd and w m F 4m.
s  .2 s 2If m s q , q ) 2 is a prime; then q y 1 q F 4q and s - 3. For
 .2  4  4s s 1 we have q y 1 F 4q so that q g 3, 5 , and n g 6, 10 . If s s 2,
 .2then q y 1 F 4 and q s 3, n s 18.
Suppose that m is not a prime power. Let m s q st, where q is a prime,
 .2 s  .2 2s ) 0, t ) 1, and q ¦ t. Then q y 1 q w t F 4q t. Assume t ) 3. Then,
 .2  .2 s  .2 2  .2 by induction, 2 t F w t . Therefore q y 1 q w t F 2 q w t , or q y
.2 s s  .2  .2  .21 q F 2 q. Then q s 3. We have 4w t s w m F 4m s 12 t, or w t
u  .2 2 uy2  .2F 3t. Let t s r be a prime power, r ) 3. Then r y 1 r s w t F
u  .2 u 2  .23t s 3r , or r y 1 r F 3r . Then u s 1, r y 1 F 3r, a contradiction.
If t s  s r a i is a standard decomposition in prime powers, s ) 1, then,is1 i
by the above,
s s
22 a a si iw t s w r ) 3r s 3 t ) 3t , .  . i i
is1 is1
a contradiction. Let t s 3. Then m s 3q s, q ) 3. We have
2 22 sy2 s4 q y 1 q s w m F 4m s 12 q , .  .
 .2 s 2or q y 1 q F 3q , which is impossible.
 .2ii p ) 2.
 .2  .Let 2m ) w m . Then, by induction, m s 3 recall that m is odd . This
 .2is impossible since p is the lowest prime divisor of n. Thus 2m F w m .
 .2  .2  .2  .2Therefore p y 1 w m F pw m , or p y 1 F p, a contradiction.
 . <iii n s pm, p m, m is not a prime power.
 .2 2  .2  .2We have w n s p w m F 2 pm, or pw m F 2m. If p s 2, then
 .2w m F m so that, by induction, m F 2, a contradiction since m is not a
 .2prime power. Let p ) 2. Then w m - m and, by induction, m s 6. Then
p s 2, a contradiction.
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 .  .2Remark G. Freiman . The equation w n - cn has a finite number of
  . .solutions for any constant c in fact, w n ) nrln n .
 nq1 . LEMMA 7.3. Let q be a prime, and n G 1 an integer. If w q y 1 r q
..  .y 1 F 2 n q 1 , then one of the following assertions holds:
 .a q s 2, n - 4.
 .  4b n s 1, q g 3, 5, 7, 11, 13 .
 nq1 .  .Proof. Put m s q y 1 r q y 1 . If m F 18, the result is obtained
 .2by easy checking. Let m ) 18. In view of the lemma one has 2m - w m
 .2 n  .2 nq1F 4 n q 1 , or m s 1 q q q ??? qq - 2 n q 1 . If q s 2, then 2 -
 .22 n q 1 q 1, and n - 6. In that case n - 4 as the original inequality
shows.
 nq1 .  .  .2In the general case, q y 1 r q y 1 - 2 n q 1 . If q s 3, then
nq1  .23 - 1 q 4 n q 1 , and n - 3. The original inequality yields n s 1.
 .Let q ) 3. Then n s 1 and w 1 q q F 4. Using Lemma 7.2, one obtains
 4q g 5, 7, 11 .
In what follows G denotes a nonabelian simple group.
 .  .LEMMA 7.4. If G s L q is a D -group, then G is isomorphic to L 5n 1 2
 .or L 7 .2
 n .  ..Proof. Let n ) 2. By Lemma 5.2 and Lemma 7.3, w q y 1 r q y 1
 . w xF 2n so that q s 2 and n s 3 or 4. Since L 2 is not a D -group Atlas ,4 1
 .  .n s 3 and G s L 2 ( L 7 .3 2
 .  .  .Let n s 2. Then G ( L 4 ( L 5 Lemma 4.1 , or q G 7 is a prime.2 2
 4  .  .  .Now, q g 7, 11, 13 Lemma 7.3 . Now, L 11 and L 13 are not D -2 2 1
w xgroups Atlas .
 n .  .LEMMA 7.5. Let q be a prime, n ) 1 odd, d s q q 1 r q q 1 . If
 .w d F 2n, then one of the following assertions holds:
 .  4a n s 3, q g 2, 3 .
 .b n s 5, q s 2.
 .2Proof. Assume that w d F 2 d. Then, by Lemma 7.2,
q n q 1
 4d s g 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 18 ,
q q 1
 .2and q s 2, n F 5, or q s 3 s n. Now assume that w d ) 2 d. Then
 n .  . 2d s q q 1 r q q 1 - 2n . If q s 2, then n - 8. In any case q - 4. If
q s 3, then n - 6. The result is obtained by direct calculations.
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 n .LEMMA 7.6. Let q be a prime number, n ) 1 odd. If w q q 1 F 2n,
then n s 3, q s 2.
n  n .2Proof. If q q 1 - 19, then q s 2, n s 3. Otherwise, w q q 1 )
 n . n 22 q q 1 . Thus, q q 1 - 2n . So q s 2 and n - 7. The result is ob-
tained by direct calculations.
 .LEMMA 7.7. G s U q , n ) 2 is not a D -group.n 1
Proof. Assume that n is even. Using Lemma 6.1 and 5.2, one obtains
 ny1 .  .  .  .w q q 1 F 2 n y 1 . Then n y 1 s 3, q s 2 Lemma 7.6 . But U 24
w x   .  .  .4is not a D -group Atlas . Let n be odd. Then G g U 2 , U 3 , U 2 by1 3 3 5
 .  .  .Lemmas 6.1, 5.2, and 7.5. But U 2 is solvable, and U 3 , U 2 are not3 3 5
w xD -groups Atlas .1
LEMMA 7.8. Let q be an odd prime number and n G 2. The group
G g PSp q , PV q 4 .  .2 n 2 nq1
is not a D -group.1
 n . .Proof. Using Lemmas 6.1 and 5.2, one obtains w q q 1 r2 F 4n. If
 n .q q 1 r2 F 18, then n - 3, q F 5, or n - 4, q s 3. If q s 5, n s 2,
then the inequality for w does not hold. So let q n q 1 ) 36. Then, by
2  n . . nLemma 7.2, 16n G w q q 1 r2 ) q q 1. This implies n - 6, q F 7. If
q s 3, n s 5, then the inequality for w does not hold. If q G 5, n s 5,
then the inequality for w does not hold. So we may assume that n F 4.
 4 . .  .  4 . .Further on, w 3 q 1 r2 s w 41 ) 4 ? 4, and w 5 q 1 r2 ) 4 ? 4.
 3Therefore n / 4. Let n s 3. Then q s 3 or 5. If q s 5, then w 5 q
. .1 r2 s 36 ) 4 ? 3. Therefore, if n s 3, then q s 3. Let n s 2. An easy
check shows that in this case q s 3 as well. Taking into account the list of
  .  .isomorphisms after Lemma 4.1, we see that G g PSp 3 , PSp 3 ,4 6
 .4 w xPV 3 . But these groups are not D -groups Atlas .7 1
 m .LEMMA 7.9. If w 2 q 1 F 4m, then m F 5.
m  .Proof. Assume that 2 q 1 ) 18 otherwise the lemma holds . Then
 m .2  m . m 2w 2 q 1 G 2 2 q 1 , or 2 q 1 F 8m and m F 9. It is easy to check
that the inequality holds only for m - 6.
 n .LEMMA 7.10. If G s PSp 2 is a D -group, then n s 5, n s 1.2 n 1
Proof. By Lemma 4.1, n F 2. Assume that n s 2. It follows from
 2 n .  m .Lemmas 5.2 and 6.1 that w 2 q 1 F 4n. Then w 2 q 1 F 2m, where
 . w xm s 2n. Then 2n s m F 3, since PSp 4 is not a D-group Atlas , contra-4
 n .  .dicting n ) 1. Thus, n s 1. Then w 2 q 1 F 4n so n - 6 Lemma 7.9 .
w x  .  .By Atlas , PSp 2 and PSp 2 are not D -groups. The lemma is proved.6 8 1
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"  . q  .LEMMA 7.11. Let G s PV 2 be a D -group. Then G s PV 2 .2 n 1 12
 ny1 .  .Proof. Using Lemmas 5.2 and 6.1, we have w 2 q 1 F 4 n y 1 for
 n .e s q, and w 2 q 1 F 4n for e s y. By Lemma 7.9, n - 7 in the first
case, and n - 6 in the second one. By Lemma 4.1, in the first case n G 5.
y . " . w xSince PV 2 and PV 2 are not D -groups Atlas , the lemma holds in8 10 1
all cases.
LEMMA 7.12. If G is a classical simple group, then G is isomorphic to
 .  .L 5 or L 7 .2 2
Proof. In view of Lemmas 7.4, 7.7, 7.8, 7.10, and 7.11 we have to show
 . q  .that PSp 2 and PV 2 are not D -groups.10 12 1
q  .Denote G s PV 2 . Note that12
< < 30 6 2 4 6 8 10G s 2 2 y 1 2 y 1 2 y 1 2 y 1 2 y 1 2 y 1 . .  .  .  .  .  .
q  .  .The group PV 2 is contained in PSp 2 and is defined as the group of12 12
 . t tthe 12 = 12-matrices Y g GL 2 , satisfying YAY s A, where Y is the12
transpose to Y, and
0 IA s , /I 0
where I is the 6 = 6 identity matrix. Note that the skew symmetric form f
 .  .over GF 2 is invariant under the group PSp 2 . Since the ground field is12
 .GF 2 , the form f is symmetric. It is more convenient to take a basis in
which the matrix of our form is the following one,
0 I 0
F s ,I 0 0 /0 0 L
where I is the identity 5 = 5-matrix, and
0 1L s . /1 0
 . tAll elements B g PSp 2 satisfy the equality BFB s F. Therefore we12
can find an element of order 31 which is a generator of a Sylow 31-sub-
 .group of PSp 2 .12
Consider the element
X 0 0
ytT s 0 X 0 00 0 I
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 .  .of the group GL 2 ; here I is the identity 2 = 2-matrix, and X g G 2, 512
is a matrix having the characteristic polynomial l5 q l3 q 1. It is clear
 .  . ytthat T g Sp 2 s PSp 2 and X has the characteristic polynomial12 12
l5 q l q 1. It is sufficient to choose
0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0
X s .0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
1 1 0 0 1
Suppose that the element
R R R11 12 13
R R RR s 21 22 23 0R R R31 32 33
 :normalizes the cyclic subgroup T ; here R and R are 5 = 5-matrices,11 22
R is a 2 = 2-matrix. Then RT s T kR for some natural number k,33
coprime with the order of T. It follows from this matrix equality that
kk ytR s X R , R s X R , R s R X , .13 13 23 23 31 31
R s R Xyt , R X s X kR , R Xyt s X kR ,32 32 11 11 12 12
k kyt yt ytR X s X R , R X s X R . .  .21 21 22 22
k yt  yt .kSince the matrices X y I, X y I, X y I, X y I are nonsingular,
it follows from the first four equalities that R s R s R s R s 0.13 23 31 32
Therefore
R R 011 12
R R 0R s .21 22 00 0 R33
By Schur's Lemma, it follows from irreducibility of X on the 5-dimen-
 .sional vector space over GF 2 that in fact
R 0 011
0 R 0R s ,22 00 0 R33
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or
0 R 012
R 0 0R s .21 00 0 R33
In particular,
RX 0 011
X2 0 R 0R s ,22
X 00 0 R33
where RX and RX are contained in the normalizer of the cyclic subgroup11 22
 :   ..X which is a Singer subgroup of GL 5, 2 . Therefore the order of
 :.  :.N T rC T divides 10. In fact, matrices of the formG G
I 0 0
0 I 0 /0 0 Y
commute with T. Therefore
 :  :2 ? 10 F 2 N T rC T - w 31 s 30. .  .  .G G
But this contradicts the fact that G is a D -group.1
 .The same arguments show that PSp 2 is not a D -group.10 1
8
w xIn this section we consider the exceptional groups of Lie type. By Atlas ,
 . 2  .F 2 and F 2 9 are not D -groups. Therefore we have to consider the4 4 1
following cases:
 .  . ei G q , where q s p , p / 3 is a prime number, and e F 2.2
 .  .  .ii E p , where p is a prime number, with p y 1, 3 s 1.6
 .  . eiii F q , where q s p , e F 2, and p ) 2 is a prime number.4
 .  .iv E q , where q s p is a prime number, or q s 4.7
 .  . ev E q where q s p , e F 2, and p is a prime number.8
 . 2  .  .vi E p , where p is a prime number with p q 1, 3 s 1.6
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 .LEMMA 8.1. The group G s G q is not a D -group.2 1
Proof. We have q s pe, e F 2, and p / 3 is a prime. The structure of
 w x.Sylow r-subgroups of G for primes r / p is known see SS . If r is
 < < .coprime with the order of the Weyl subgroup W note that W s 12 of G,
 2 . 2 .then for r, dividing q y q q 1 q q q q 1 , a Sylow r-subgroup T of G
 .  .is cyclic, and N T rC T is cyclic of order 6. IfG G
d s q2 y q q 1, q2 y 1 q3 y 1 q q 1 ) 1, . .  . .
 .  2 .then q ' y1 mod 3 and d s 3 since 9 ¦ q y q q 1 . Similarly, if
 .  2 .q ' 1 mod 3 , then 9 ¦ q q q q 1 . Thus, G has a cyclic subgroup C of
2 <  . <order q " q q 1, such that N C : C s 6. It follows from Lemma 5.2G
 2 . 2that w q " q q 1 F 12. If q " q q 1 F 18, then, taking into account
 .that q / 3, 9 we obtain q s 2 or 4. In the first case G9 s G 2 9 ( A is2 6
w x  .not a D -group. In the second case, by Atlas , G 4 is not a D -group1 2 1
either. Therefore q2 " q q 1 ) 18. By Lemma 7.2,
22 2w q " q q 1 ) 2 q " q q 1 . .  .
 2 . 2Making use of Lemma 5.2, we conclude that 2 q " q q 1 - 12 s 144
 4 2  . 2  .and q g 5, 7 . Next, 5 y 5 q 1 ' 0 mod 3 , 5 q 5 q 1 k 0 mod 3 , and
 .w 31 s 30 ) 2 ? 6 s 12. By Lemma 5.2, G is not a D -group. Now,1
 2 .  .w 7 y 7 q 1 s w 43 s 42 ) 2 ? 6 s 12, and we conclude, in view of
Lemma 5.2, that G is not a D -group in this case either.1
 .LEMMA 8.2. The group G s F q is not a D -group.4 1
Proof. By Lemma 4.1, q s pe, where e F 2 and a prime p is odd. It
w x 4follows from Car that G contains a cyclic subgroup T of order q q 1
<  .  . <  4 .such that N T : C T s 8. Therefore, by Lemma 5.2, w q q 1 F 16.G G
4  4 .2  4Since q ) 2, we obtain q q 1 ) 18. By Lemma 7.2, w q q 1 ) 2 q q
.  4 . 2  4 .1 . Thus, 2 q q 1 - 16 and q F 3. Since w 3 q 1 s 40 ) 16 we see
that G is not a D -group.1
 . 2  .LEMMA 8.3. The groups E q and E q are not D -groups.6 6 1
w x w x  . 2  .Proof. It follows from Wil and Kon that the groups E q and E q6 6
 . ahave a cyclic subgroup T such that C x F T for all x g T , and T is ofG
 6 3 .  .  .  6 3order q q q q 1 r 3, q y 1 , if G ( E q , and of order q y q q6
.  . 2  . w x <  . <1 r 3, q q 1 , if G ( E 2 . By Car , N T : T s 9 in every case. Since6 G
 .  .  . 2  .3, q y 1 s 1 for E q , and 3, q q 1 s 1 for E 2 by virtue of Lemma6 6
4.1, G has an abelian self-centralizer T of order q6 " q q 1, respectively,0
 . < <and such that N T is a Frobenius group of order 9 T . Obviously, T isG 0 0 0
a TI-subgroup of G. It follows from the properties of abelian TI-subgroups
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 6 3.that G has at least q " q r9 distinct irreducible characters of the same
6 3degree. Since G is a D -group then q " q F 18, which is impossible.1
 .LEMMA 8.4. The group G s E q is not a D -group.7 1
< <  8Proof. The group G has a self-centralizer T such that T s q y
.  . <  . <  w x.1 r q y 1 and N T : T s 32 see Car, Table 6 . That table shows thatG
T is a unique up to conjugacy maximal torus of G of order divisible by
 8 .  .  4 . 2 . . w xq y 1 r q y 1 s q q 1 q q 1 q q 1 . On the other hand, by Ste2 ,
 .the group G contains a subgroup L q , and the last one has a cyclic8
 8 .  .subgroup of order q y 1 r q y 1 . Therefore the subgroup T is cyclic. It
 8 .  .follows from Lemma 5.2 that w q y 1 r q y 1 F 64. Since q ) 1, it
 8 .  .follows that q y 1 r q y 1 ) 18. Therefore, by Lemma 7.2,
28q y 1
4 2w ) 2 q q 1 q q 1 q q 1 . . .  . /q y 1
 4 . 2 . . 12Hence 2 q q 1 q q 1 q q 1 - 2 , and q - 3. But
w 28 y 1 s w 17 ? 5 ? 3 s 16 ? 4 ? 2 s 126 ) 64. .  .
Therefore G is not a D -group.1
 .LEMMA 8.5. The group G s E q is not a D -group.8 1
w xProof. It follows from Car, Table 7 that G contains a maximal cyclic
 9 .  .  6 3 . 2 .torus T of order q y 1 r q y 1 s q q q q 1 q q q q 1 such that
<  . <  6 3 . 2N T : T s 54. It follows from Lemma 5.2 that w q q q q 1 q q qG
..  6 3 . 2 .q 1 - 108. Obviously, q q q q 1 q q q q 1 ) 18. By Lemma 7.2,
26 3 2 6 3 2w q q q q 1 q q q q 1 ) 2 q q q q 1 q q q q 1 . .  .  .  . .
 6 3 . 2 . 2Hence, 2 q q q q 1 q q q q 1 - 108 so q s 2. But
w 29 y 1 s w 73 ? 7 s 432 ) 2 ? 54, .  .
a contradiction which shows that G is not a D -group.1
It remains to find all alternating groups which are D -groups.1
9
In this section we will prove that the alternating group A for n ) 5 isn
not a D -group.1
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There is the 1]1-correspondence a between irreducible characters of
w xS and partitions l : n s n q ??? n with natural numbers n such thatn 1 k i
w x. w lxn G ??? G n . We denote the character a l by x . To each such1 k
w x U Upartition there corresponds the associated partition l *: n s n q ??? qn1 s
U U < < 4 <of n such that n s k and n s j g N n G i .1 i j
w xLet l be a partition of n: n q ??? qn . Suppose that m , . . . , m are1 k 1 s
<  4 < 4 <all distinct numbers among n , . . . , n . Put b s r g 1, . . . , k n s m1 k i r i
 4 w xfor every i g 1, . . . , s . Then we say that the partition l is of type
w x.  b1 bs.t l s m , . . . , m .1 s
w x w x w xA partition l is said to be self-associated if l * s l . We use in what
 w x .follows the following well-known result see Ker , for example :
w x w lxLEMMA 9.1. Let l be a partition of n, and x s x the corresponding
irreducible character of S . Thenn
 . w x w x  .a If l / l *, then x g Irr A .A nn
 . w xb If l is self-associated, then x s m q m , where m , m areA 1 2 1 2n
distinct irreducible characters of A of the same degree.n
w x w xSuppose that l , l are distinct self-associated partitions of n, and1 2
x 1, x 2 corresponding irreducible characters of S . Put x i s mi q mi ,n A 1 2n
i s 1, 2. Then the characters mi , i, j s 1, 2, are four pairwise distinctj
irreducible characters of A .n
 .LEMMA 9.2. Let a n be the number of distinct self-associated partitions
 .of a natural number n. Then A is a D -group, where k G a n , unless n - 4.n k
Proof. It is easy to check that the lemma holds for n - 6. So we may
w x  .   . <assume that n ) 5. Then, by Isa, Theorem 14.23 2 f cd S s x 1 xn
 .4g Irr S . Now the result follows from the reasoning before the lemma.n
 .So it remains to prove that a n - 2 implies that n is small, and then
w xuse Atlas . We prove the following stronger result.
 .  .LEMMA 9.3. a If n G 8, then a n ) 1.
 .  .b If n ) 11, then a n ) 2.
 .Proof. a Suppose n s 2 x is even, n ) 8. Then x ) 4, and the follow-
ing distinct partitions of n are self-associated:
1 xy2the partition l of type x , 2, 1 ; .e
2 xy4the partition l of type x y 1, 3, 2, 1 . .e
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Suppose n s 2 x y 1 is odd. Then x G 5, and the following distinct
partitions of n are self-associated.
1 xy1the partition l of type x , 1 ; .o
2 xy5the partition l of type x y 2, 3, 3, 1 . .o
 .b Suppose n s 2 x is even. Then x G 6, and we have the following
w 3 x  xy6.additional self-associated partition l of type x y 2, 4, 2, 2, 1 .o
Suppose n s 2 x y 1 is odd. Then x G 7, and we have the following
3 xy7w x  .additional self-associated partition l of type x y 3, 4, 3, 2, 1 .o
Thus, Lemma 9.3 shows that A is not a D group for n ) 7. Since An 1 6
w xand A are not D -groups Atlas , then A is the only nonsolvable7 1 5
alternating D -group. With the result proved above we see that A and1 5
 .L 7 are the only nonsolvable D -groups. This finishes the proof of the2 1
Main Theorem.
Remark. Lemma 9.3 shows that A is not a D -group unless n F 11. Itn 2
w xfollows from Atlas that A and A are the only A that are D -groups.9 10 n 2
QUESTION 1. Classify all nonsol¨ able D -groups.2
 .QUESTION 2. Find a n , the number of self-associated partitions of a
natural number n.
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